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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
The reason I chose this creative component subject has many folds. First, our daughter, 
who is now twenty, was diagnosed in early elementary with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder and a reading learning disability. She also has dyslexia. She struggles with reading 
instructions, too much information on a page, and writing answers. She had an Individualized 
Education Plan which spelled out needed modifications and accommodations.  
 Secondly, I was a substitute teacher for ten years and spent many of these years in special 
education classrooms or the agriculture classrooms. I saw the struggle especially in the freshmen 
Agriculture Science I classrooms. The students have a hard time taking notes, learning new 
vocabulary, and generalizing the subject of agriculture. This class has lots of information to be 
learned in a short amount of time. Some information is new to students which makes the learning 
that much harder. This class is not as conducive to experiential learning as later classes in 
agriculture. A baseline knowledge must be established for the later classes. Last, I spent three 
years as a paraprofessional, where I spent time in elective classrooms due to the least restrictive 
environment regulations and in special education classrooms. This past year, I became certified 
in social studies, elementary education, and cross-categorical special education. I took a position 
teaching high school social studies. I have seen my freshmen struggling to assimilate to high 
school life, different styles of teaching and new material from different classes. 
The purpose of this creative component is to assist Missouri Agriculture Educators to be 






1. Effectively reach all students in Agricultural Science 1 class with material       
which is modified for special education students. 
2. To assist agriculture education teachers with materials for their Agriculture 
Science I class to ensure the same advantages to be successful. 
3. Ease the transition to high school in elective classes. 
 
The need is great in this area. In a textbook from my Impact of Contemporary Issues and 
Diversity in Special Education class, it is said having students actively take notes versus handing 
them a packet of notes enables them to retain more information on the subject (Vaughn, Box and 
Schumm, 2011). Research is one of the reasons I chose guided notes as my material to provide 
for this creative component. Each teacher in agriculture has been creating their own curriculum 
using the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education standards on their website. 
Special education provides the Individualized Education Plans (IEP’s) for the students in these 
classes, but no curriculum has been developed on the state level for agriculture classes. The 
IEP’s are a legally binding agreement that must be followed. 
  
 
    DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
ACCOMMODATIONS are changes in procedures or materials that increase equitable access in 
the classroom setting. Accommodations generate comparable results for students who need them 
and allow these students to demonstrate what they know and can do. 
DESE is the acronym for Department of Elementary and Secondary Education which is the 
Missouri state office for education. 
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION refers to adjustments in teaching methods or materials to 
accommodate each student's learning needs and preferences and is available for all students. 
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING or hands on instruction relates learning to what students already 
know and uses real-life activities as teaching tools (Vaughn, Bos, & Schumm, 2011). 
GUIDED NOTES are described as a bare bones outline, that lists main points of a verbal 
presentation and provides designated spaces for students to complete as the speaker elaborates on 
each main idea (Lazarus, 1991). 
IDEA aka Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004 requires schools to assume greater 
responsibility for ensuring that students with disabilities have access to the general education 
curriculum (Vaughn, Bos & Schumm, 2011). 
IEP Individualized Education Plan is a written statement for each child with a disability written 
that is developed, reviewed, and revised in a meeting with several items included to assist the 
child in being as successful as possible. 
INCLUSION is the placement (from part-time to full-time) of students with disabilities in the 
general education classroom, is not required by law, but is often a means for providing an 
appropriate education in the least restrictive environment (Vaughn, Bos and Schumm, 2018). 
LRE Least Restrictive Environment is defined in IDEIA as the educational settings in which 
students are placed with peers without disabilities (United States Department of Education, 
2016a). 
MODIFICATIONS according to DESE are changes in procedures or materials that change the 
construct of the educational task making it difficult to compare results with typical peer results. 




                     LITERATURE REVIEW 
School District Superintendents’ and Attorneys’ Perceptions of Law Issues for Agriculture 
Science Teachers 
In 2019, Mark Hainline, Scott Burris, Jonathan D’Ulmer and Rudy Ritz published an 
article in the Journal of Agricultural Education concerning educational law impacting 
Agriculture Science teachers. Due to the least restrictive environment (LRE) and inclusion 
provisions within Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004 (IDEA), special education 
laws are influencing agriculture education now more than ever. The article stated 92.9% of the 
superintendents and educational attorneys believe complying with special education mandates, 
proper accommodation, and modification of curriculum for students with disabilities is a major 
concern for the school district (Hainline, Burris, Ulmer & Ritz, 2010). Noted in the study was the 
significance of the issues can change over time due to new legislation and court decisions at all 
levels. The study found more in-service and undergraduate classes are needed to address special 
education issues (Hainline, pps. 190-202). 
Inquiry-Based Instruction for Students with Special Needs 
  LRE was required by IDEA (Easterly III & Myers, 2011). 97% of students with 
disabilities are in general education classes for at least 40% of the day (Smith, 2007). Students 
with disabilities were less likely to drop out of high school and were likely to be employed if 
they were involved in career and technical education according to Wonacott (Easterly & Myers, 
2011, p. 37). The consensus of many researchers is that students with disabilities will benefit 
from opportunities in career and technical education. 
Scruggs, Mastropieri, Bakken and Brigham (1993) found students learned and 
remembered more, and learning was more enjoyable for them when taught with inquiry-oriented 
models. Seven instructors and one hundred seventy students participated in their study. The 
teachers selected had been graduates of the National Agriscience Teacher Ambassador Academy 
which focuses on inquiry-based teaching skills (Easterly, p. 40). The program is five days long 
involving sharing lesson plans, teaching strategies and laboratory exercises. The instructors have 
taught professional development workshops at the National FFA Convention, National 
Association Agriculture Educators (NAAE) Convention and other locations. Each instructor was 
given specific instructions on how to teach the lessons. Pre and post tests were administered. 
Students with IEP’s compromised 20.6% of the population of the study (Easterly, p.41). 
Teachers were recorded to ensure the correct method was used to administer the lessons. In the 
study, there was little difference between IEP and non IEP groups on content knowledge 
achievement scores. The first conclusion of the study was the number of IEP students was 
similar to previous studies. The average was about one in five students has an IEP (Easterly, p. 
43). The second conclusion states inquiry-based instruction does not adversely affect content 
knowledge achievement involving students with IEP’s (Easterly, p. 43). Agriculture teachers can 
feel confident to use inquiry-based instruction for all students for a positive learning 
environment. 
Confidence and Instructional Strategies 
Professors from New Mexico State University and North Carolina State University 
conducted a study on the confidence levels and instructional strategies for teachers educating 
students with special needs The National Center for Educational Restructuring and Inclusion 
(1995) stated with research it standardized test scores increased along with IEP goals, behavior, 
motivation and grades during inclusion classroom time. Teachers who have confidence in their 
abilities will benefit their students.  The teachers in the survey stated “emphasizing hands-on 
skills” as the most effective way to assist disabled students (Stair, Moore, Wilson, Croom & 
Jayaratne, 2010, p. 98). Following the IEP is an instructional strategy which is used often in 
accordance with the law. Rubrics were shown not to be an effective learning strategy for these 
students (Stair, 2010, p. 98). Most agriculture educators do not use guided notes or modified 
vocabulary worksheets, which hinders learning (p. 98). Vocabulary is an area which needs 
support especially for the learning disabled. 
The aforementioned study supported the other research discussed in this creative 
component stating teachers believe their undergraduate program and in-service trainings could 
more beneficial with more instruction about special education. Most teachers believed they could 
follow the special education mandates, accommodations and modifications on assignments are 
done successfully. Having a friend or family member with a disability gives educators more 
confidence to work well with these students (pp. 98-99). Familiarity with the different 
disabilities helps understand the best strategies to teach these students. 
Evidence shows students who actively participate in taking notes, the more information is 
remembered compared to students who are handed a complete set of notes to study (Austin, Lee, 
& Carr, 2004; Grobe, Christopherson & Douglas, 2004-2005; Neef, McCord & Ferreri, 2006). 
Research shows middle school students with learning disabilities take fewer and less accurate 
notes than their non-disabled peers (Boyle, 2010). Students who struggle in middle school with 
taking notes, their freshman year with a new elective class with new terms and information could 
propose several issues. Spelling, time constrictions and other distractions in class will hinder 
their note taking ability.  
Impact of Guided Notes on Achievement in K-12 and Special Education Students 
 The article shows using guided notes in special education is beneficial. Research in the 
literature shows the special education and general education students both benefited from guided 
notes. Several pieces of research were analyzed in this literature. The analysis showed 29 of 37 
studies showed a positive impact on student learning with guided notes (Larwin, Dawson, 
Erickson, & Larwin, 2012). The notes became a useful study tool along with building student 
confidence and comprehension. The cost-effective use of guided notes was thought to be an 
advantage for the schools. Guided notes can increase completeness of students’ notes and assist 
in more connections among ideas. Overall, guided notes benefit all students in the classroom. 
The Effectiveness of Guided Notes in an Inclusive Classroom 
 An effective tool which can be utilized in an inclusion classroom for both the educators 
and students is guided notes. Students in the study saw their testing scores improve significantly 
compared to the students who were not in the study. Guided notes can be used to bring an equal 
opportunity for all students in the classroom as the notes do not single out the special education 
students (Richardson, 2016). Guided notes leave blanks to promote active listening and 
engagement during the lectures as the students have specific words needing to be written on the 
paper.  
 Quality over quantity is a benefit of the guided notes (Richardson, 2016). Quality is the 
primary goal of guided notes students are not overwhelmed by the material being presented. The 
students benefit because they understand the correlation between the notes and the upcoming 
assessment. Guided notes and the upcoming assignments such as worksheets, quizzes, and 
assessments. Students can give their feedback on the notes after an assessment about the 
effectiveness of the notes. 
 `In summary, 97% of special education students are in the general education classrooms. 
Some of these students are placed in elective classrooms, so new instructional strategies need to 
be found to even the playing field for all students in every classroom. One of these strategies is 
guided notes which can be used in most subjects and grade levels. When teachers have 
confidence in their instructional strategies, assessment scores have been proven to improve. 
92.9% of superintendents and educational lawyers believe complying with IEP’s is a serious 
situation. Inquiry based learning has been proven effective for all students with guided notes 




             TEACHER SURVEYS 
 
     I sent an informal survey out to agriculture and special education teachers to gather 
information as to what accommodations and modifications to the Agriculture Science I 
curriculum would best serve the students with a specific learning disability.  The special 
education teachers top three accommodations written in Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) 
for elective classes included: providing guided notes, providing extended time on tests, and 
allowing verbal responses. Technology is important for use in the classroom for the benefit of all 
students including students with special needs. Text to speech and vice versa can be used to 
complete assignments effectively. If they are struggling readers the text to speech can be used to 
read the information to them. Some teachers utilize Google Slides for the students to type their 
takeaways to be used later as notes for the class. Using the technology will prepare the students 
for life after school. 
     The agriculture teachers responded the top three accommodations they see in IEPs are: to 
provide guided notes, extended time on tests, and reduced answers on tests. These teachers said 
the Agriculture Science I, greenhouse and landscaping classes need the most curriculum changes. 
They all provided guided notes for their students with most of them being power point notes. The 
agriculture teachers stated what would help them the most with the current curriculum would be 
examples of work for students that are extremely low functioning, creating more hands-on 
activities for their Agriculture Science I curriculum and prep work with the special education 
teachers before they teach the unit. One of the teachers stated safety was their main concern 
when it came to hands on classes. 
  
CHAPTER FOUR: INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
 
After evaluating the teacher surveys, I narrowed my instructional materials to providing 
guided notes for the Agricultural Science I class. I have constructed my own guided notes for my 
high school social studies classes, which was time consuming. I believe providing guided notes 
on the main topics of the course framework would be the most beneficial for agricultural 
education teachers.  I maneuvered the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary 
Education website to find the standards for this class which I included in Appendix A. I decided 
to focus on the units of Life Knowledge and Cluster Skills and Animal Systems. Not every 
standard is covered during a typical school year, but I tried to find slideshows to match the 
standards as much as possible. Constructing guided notes for internal and external parts livestock 
is hard due to the needed pictures. Selecting and judging livestock is better served using pictures 
not notes, so I only built two set of guided notes. Then, I decided it was just best not to address 
judging livestock via guided notes as it would not be effective and beneficial to the students. 
 I looked at Missouri’s DESE, but slideshows for Agriculture Science classes were not 
readily available. I searched for materials and came across the Georgia Agriculture Education 
website which has a wide variety of instructional materials. Several slideshows were completed 
and found to be useful. I contacted Christa Steinkamp, Curriculum and Technology Director at 
Georgia Agriculture Education, about the use of materials, and she gave me permission to use 
the slideshows as long as I mentioned where they derived from and the author if available. The 
acknowledgements at the beginning show the authors of the power points when credit was given. 
The website is http://www.gaaged.org/curriculum2/topic.aspx?TID=11 
The slideshows I used for guided notes are: History of FFA, FFA Today, Introduction to 
SAE, Agriculture Careers, Breeding Animals, Animal Diseases, Biosecurity, AG-BAS-1 aka 
History of Agriculture, Development and Types of Immunity, Biosecurity, and Animal Food 
Nutrition. I did use the Exploring Animal Science slideshow from Missouri FFA. 
 To create the guided notes, I found power points which fit a few of the Missouri 
standards for Agriculture Science I. I copied the text of the presentation onto a Microsoft Word 
document, where I then narrowed the information to the essential text. I found key words which 
were simple to spell and turned these into blanks. I made a template on Google Slides, so I could 
input the notes on the template. On the side of the template, I placed a column with lines for 
questions and upcoming assignments. The slides are then exported to a PDF file for printing. 
 Guided notes fit many different instructional strategies including visual learning tools, 
inquiry-based instruction, and differentiation. Differentiation is met by giving the special 
education students guided notes. The instructor can decide whether they want to provide the 
guided notes to all students or just the special education students. Visual learning tools would be 
the power points then writing down the key words and phrases on the guided notes. On the side 
of guided notes questions can be written by the student to be asked at the end of class. Guided 
notes are useful in several instructional strategies. 
  
CHAPTER FIVE REFLECTION 
 
The original outline I sent to Dr. Miller had a list of the different species with dates to 
complete the creative component. After researching the standards for Missouri (DESE, 2020), I 
found species were bundled together instead of separated by species. I divided it between 
breeding, diseases and husbandry. The other components I needed to add were for FFA and SAE 
as they are the first complete section of the Missouri standards, (DESE, 2020).  I should have 
known to check the state standards for information, because we all know they are the base of the 
instruction for the classroom.   
 I believe I met my objectives of the creative component by providing instructional work 
materials for various units of the Agricultural Science 1 for use by agricultural education 
instructors. A teacher can easily find the slideshows on the Georgia Agriculture Education 
website and then use my guided notes for their class. The notes can be used to make assessments 
and other materials to review the material. I mentioned earlier the judging livestock power points 
are not easily converted to guided notes.  
As I reflect on my time as a graduate student in the agriculture education department, I 
understand how important and wide ranging this program can be. I learned how to assist 
seasoned farmers, college students and newer farmers in AGEDS 520, Instructional Methods for 
Adult and Higher Education in Agriculture and Natural Resources. This class helped me 
understand the advantages of adult learners. Adults are a different type of student due to the fact 
they spend at least eight hours at work and then many hours attending the many other tasks they 
have in their daily lives (Merriam, Cafferella, and Baumgartner, 2007). We as educators should 
always try to educate people about agriculture whether they are a student, friend, or someone 
outside the norm to be educated. 
Research is essential in almost every endeavor within agriculture. AGEDS 510, 
Introduction to Research in Agricultural Education, was valuable in deciding on my topic for my 
creative component and writing many papers during my degree program. The research proposal I 
wrote in this class was titled Students with Individual Education Plans Need to Feel Supported 
for Optimum Learning in the Agriculture Classroom. Special education and agriculture classes 
can be a successful combination if all parties are student focused. 
AGEDS 533, Introduction to Learning Theory, has helped me adapt the agriculture 
science curriculum for the students with an IEP. This class taught me the variability of learning 
theories. Learning theories vary tremendously due to students learning styles varying. Finding 
the best learning theory depends on the students and subjects you teach. Agriculture lends itself 
well to tactile learning or hands on learning. When the students can remember and perform the 
tasks completed. Special education students follow the same learning path, because with their 
variety of disabilities and abilities. The more learning strategies used in the classroom the better 
the chances of grasping the curriculum. Motivation is a key to success of students. When 
students observe success by other students, this tends to raise motivation and self-efficacy which 
in turn they believe they can succeed (Schunk, 2012). 
In SPE 715, which was Foundations in Special Education, I was reminded of the 
beginning laws of special education. Special education is a continually evolving tool of 
education. When the federal government mandates new laws the schools have to adapt and 
follow the new regulations. Everyone in education has to be aware of the laws related to 
individualized education plans, free and appropriate public education, and all other federal and 
state laws and regulations. I now understand the history of special education through today’s 
information. 
All educators need to understand the diversity of their classroom. The SPE 780 class I 
completed called Impact of Contemporary Issues and Diversity in Special Education, helped me 
understand response to intervention, collaboration, and the categorical differences. Response to 
intervention is the current model to help prevent learning and behavioral difficulties (Vaughn, 
Bos, and Schumm, 2011). Collaborating with other general and special education teachers and 
parents is essential to the students success. The more communication between the IEP team the 
better chances for a positive outcome. Categorical differences in students influences how a 
classroom is managed. Diversity can be a benefit when it is approached correctly. 
The last special education class I engaged in was Introduction to Teaching and 
Assessment of Autism Spectrum Disorders. I chose this class because I currently teach United 
States government and Modern American History at a local high school. I had several students 
with autism in my classes. I wanted a greater understanding of the best way to serve these 
students to the best of my ability. I learned several techniques including cognitive theory, 
developmental theory and behavioral theory are useful when teaching students with autism. 
Behavioral techniques have been used successfully with this category of students for over 45 
years (Scheuerman, Webber, and Lang, 2019). More students with autism are being placed in the 
classroom with or without support. This new model is due to the least restrictive environment 
requirement from the federal government. In the core subjects a paraprofessional is usually 
provided, but elective classes normally lack this benefit. This can make it difficult on both the 
teacher and student. The more the teacher understands about the diagnosis the better the outcome 
for all involved. Therefore, I chose this subject for my creative component. 
AGEDS 550, Foundations of Agriculture Education was important to my degree progam, 
because it was the base of the program. It is interesting to me to see I took both Foundations of 
Agriculture Education and Foundations of Special Education. I learned the origins of both 
education departments. Both were born of needs of the students. Federal laws such as the Smith-
Hughes Act and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act both had much influence to our 
education system today. 
Philosophies were a topic of discussion in this class which helped me create aspects of 
my creative component. My philosophy would be considered progressive, so I would be using 
experiential learning, project learning and problem-solving skills to educate my students. I would 
guide students through experiences to help them learn.  Learner needs, interests and experiences 
are key elements to education in this philosophy. These learners have unlimited potential to be 
developed through education (Galbraith, 2004). 
Program Development and Evaluation in Agricultural and Extension Education, AGEDS 
524, was an interesting course to understand the extension education from another perspective. I 
was a 4-H member and so were my children, so being able to see the other side of the extension 
was enlightening. I was surprised to learn and understand the reasoning behind the evaluations 
after county achievement day, workshops and other extension sponsored events. I didn’t know 
this was done to help assess how money is spent by the Cooperative Extension Service. A task 
force was developed to transmit leadership for planning and accountability through the national 
level. It also requested more detailed information on participants and resources used to establish 
a connection (Rennekamp and Eagle, 2008). Evaluation is done in our high schools, so it is 
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                                                APPENDIX A:  Agricultural Science Missouri Standards 
Agricultural Science I 
Standards, Competencies, & Evidence of Mastery 
This document accompanies the Missouri Agricultural Science I Instructional Framework and 
lists the standards and competencies from the Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources 
standards relevant to the Missouri Agricultural Science I Instructional Framework.  Also 
included are evidence of mastery statements aligned to the instructional framework.  The 
standards and competencies are listed and coded according to their order in the Agriculture, 
Food, and Natural Resources standards, published by the States’ Career Clusters Initiative.  
Life Knowledge and Cluster Skills 
Cluster Content Standard:  The student will demonstrate competence in the application of 
leadership, personal growth and career success skills necessary for a chosen profession while 
effectively contributing to society. 
  
CS. 01 Premier Leadership: Acquire the skills necessary to positively influence others.  
Describe how FFA is an integral part of the complete agricultural education program and how to 
operate a successful FFA chapter.  
Identify FFA, SAE, and classroom instruction as an intracurricular part of the agricultural 
education program.  
Modify their personal plan of study for their Agricultural Education Program including 
classroom instruction, FFA and SAE.  
Demonstrate knowledge of FFA history and traditions (e.g., mission, vision).  
Identify FFA organization structure and activities.  
Demonstrate effective public speaking and communication skills (e.g., recitation of the FFA 
Creed, Motto, Salute, Mission Statement).  
Demonstrate skills needed for participation in meetings. 
Identify styles and characteristics of effective leadership. 
CS.01.01 Action: Exhibit the skills and competencies needed to achieve a desired result.  
CS.01.01.01.a Work productively with a group or independently (e.g., leadership skills, learning 
styles, etc.).  
CS.01.01.03.a Exhibit good planning skills for a specific task or situation.  
CS.01.01.07.a Set personal goals using the SMART goals method (Specific, Measurable, 
Approved by you, Realistic, Time-stamped).  
CS.01.01.07.b Use a variety of strategies to evaluate goals (e.g., observe, apply, and 
demonstrate).  
CS.01.01.07.c Evaluate actions taken and make appropriate modifications to personal goals.  
  
CS.02 Personal Growth: Develop a skill set to enhance the positive evolution  
of the whole person.  
CS.02.01 Develop and implement an appropriate SAE program for the individual student.  
Identify and explore different types and examples of SAE programs.  
Plan and implement an SAE programs for student's personal plan of study.  
CS.02.03 Professional Growth: Develop awareness and apply skills necessary for achieving 
career success.  
CS.02.03.01.a Explore various career interests/options.  
CS.02.03.01.b Make decisions to plan for a personal career.  
CS.02.03.01.c Implement a plan to achieve career goals and priorities.  
CS.02.03.02.a Chart the components to creating a balanced work/life plan.  
CS.02.03.02.c Balance personal and work responsibilities.  
Agribusiness Systems 
Content Standard:  The student will demonstrate competence in the application of principles 
and techniques for the development and management of agribusiness systems. 
  
ABS.02 Utilize appropriate management planning principles in AFNR business enterprises.  
Compose and analyze an SAE project for an enterprise.  
ABS.02.01.01.a Recognize quality AFNR business plan components that have been developed 
using the SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and timely) format.  
  
ABS.03 Utilize record keeping to accomplish AFNR business objectives while complying with 
laws and regulations.  
ABS.03.01 Prepare and maintain all files needed to accomplish effective SAE record keeping 
using the Missouri Ag Record Book for Secondary Students.  
ABS.03.01.01.a Fill out receipt and expenditure forms, cash flows, beginning inventory, 
financial statements, and net worth.  
Fill out supplement and leadership pages. 
  
ABS.04 Apply generally accepted accounting principles and skills to manage cash budgets, 
credit budgets and credit for AFNR businesses.  
ABS.04.01 Use accounting fundamentals to accomplish dependable bookkeeping and fiscal 
management.  
ABS.04.01.01.a Budget resources, as applied to the SAE Program, including capital, human, 
financial and time.  
ABS.01.04.02.a Identify financial concepts associated with production and profit.  
  
Animal Systems 
Content Standard:  The student will demonstrate competence in the application of scientific 
principles and practices to the production and management of animals. 
  
AS.01 Examine the components, historical development, global implications and future trends of 
the animal systems industry.  
AS.01.01 Evaluate the development and implications of animal origin, domestication and 
distribution.  
AS.01.01.01.a Identify the origin, significance, distribution and domestication of animal species.  
AS.01.01.01.b Evaluate and describe characteristics of animals that developed in response to the 
animals' environment and led to their domestication.  
AS.01.01.02.a Define major components of the animal industry and their importance.  
AS.01.01.02.b Outline the development of the animal industry and the resulting products, 
services and careers.  
Describe trends and implications of future development of the animal systems industry.  
  
AS.02 Classify, evaluate, select and manage animals based on anatomical and physiological 
characteristics.  
AS.02.01 Classify animals according to hierarchical taxonomy and agricultural use.  
AS.02.01.01.a Explain the importance of the binomial system of nomenclature.  
AS.02.01.02.a Identify major animal species by common and scientific names.  
AS.02.01.02.b Compare and contrast the hierarchical classification of the major agricultural 
animal species.  
AS.02.01.02.c Appraise and evaluate the economic value of animals for various applications in 
the agriculture industry.  
Identify major breeds for each species. 
AS.02.02 Apply principles of comparative anatomy and physiology to uses within various 
animal systems.  
Compare and contrast digestive systems.  
AS.02.03 Select animals for specific purposes and maximum performance based on anatomy and 
physiology.  
AS.02.03.01.a Identify ways an animal's health can be affected by anatomical and physiological 
disorders.  
AS.02.03.01.b Compare and contrast desirable anatomical and physiological characteristics of 
animals within and between species.  
AS.02.03.01.c Evaluate and select animals to maximize performance based on anatomical and 
physiological characteristics that affect health, growth and reproduction.  
  
AS.03 Provide for the proper health care of animals.  
AS.03.01 Prescribe and implement a prevention and treatment program for animal diseases, 
parasites and other disorders.  
AS.03.01.01.a Explain methods of determining animal health and disorders.  
AS.03.01.01.b Perform simple health-check evaluations on animals.  
Identify causes, effects, symptoms, and treatments of common diseases, parasites and 
physiological disorders that affect animals.   
AS.03.02 Provide for the biosecurity of agricultural animals and production facilities.  
AS.03.02.01.a Explain the importance of biosecurity to the animal industry.  
  
AS.04 Apply principles of animal nutrition to ensure the proper growth, development, 
reproduction and economic production of animals.  
AS.04.01 Formulate feed rations to provide for the nutritional needs of animals.  
AS.04.01.01.a Compare and contrast common types of feedstuffs and the roles they play in the 
diets of animals.  
AS.04.01.02.a Explain the importance of a balanced ration for animals.   
Demonstrate the procedure for balancing a ration for crude protein. 
AS.04.02 Prescribe and administer animal feed additives and growth promotants in animal 
production.  
AS.04.02.01.a Explain the purpose and benefits of feed additives and growth promotants in 
animal production.  
AS.04.02.01.b Discuss how feed additives and growth promotants are administered and the 
precautions that should be taken.  
  
AS.05 Evaluate and select animals based on scientific principles of animal production.  
AS.05.01 Evaluate the male and female reproductive systems in selecting animals.  
AS.05.01.01.a Explain the male and female reproductive organs of the major animal species.  
AS.05.01.01.b Describe the functions of major organs in the male and female reproductive 
systems.  
Identify concepts pertaining to conception, gestation, and parturition for different species. 
Select breeding animals based on characteristics of the reproductive organs.  
AS.05.02 Evaluate animals for breeding readiness and soundness.  
AS.05.02.01.a Explain how age, size, life cycle, maturity level and health status affect the 
reproductive efficiency of male and female animals.  
AS.05.02.01.b Summarize factors that lead to reproductive maturity.  
AS.05.02.01.c Evaluate and select animals for reproductive readiness.  
AS.05.02.02.a Discuss the importance of efficient and economic reproduction in animals.  
AS.05.02.02.b Evaluate reproductive problems that occur in animals.  
Create a program designed to identify and treat or cull animals with reproductive problems. 
AS.05.03 Apply scientific principles in the selection and breeding of animals.  
AS.05.03.01.a Explain genetic inheritance in agricultural animals.  
AS.05.03.01.b Explain the advantages of using genetically superior animals in the production of 
animals and animal products.  
AS.05.03.01.c Select a breeding system based on the principles of genetics.  
AS.05.03.02.b Explain the processes of natural and artificial breeding methods (e.g.,  estrous 
synchronization, superovulation, flushing and embryo transfer)..  
AS.05.03.03.a Explain the use of quantitative breeding values (e.g., EPDs) in the selection of 
genetically superior breeding stock.  
AS.05.03.03.c Select animals based on quantitative breeding values for specific characteristics.   
  
AS.06 Prepare and implement animal handling procedures for the safety of animals, producers 
and consumers of animal products.  
AS.06.01 Demonstrate safe animal handling and management techniques.  
AS.06.01.01.a Discuss the dangers involved in working with animals.  
AS.06.01.01.b Outline safety procedures for working with animals by species.  
AS.06.01.02.a Explain the implications of animal welfare and animal rights for animal 
agriculture.  
AS.06.02 Implement procedures to ensure that animal products are safe.  
AS.06.02.01.a Identify animal production practices that could pose health risks or are considered 
to pose risks by some.  
AS.06.02.01.b Discuss consumer concerns with animal production practices relative to human 
health.  
  
AS.07 Select animal facilities and equipment that provide for the safe and efficient production, 
housing and handling of animals.  
AS.07.01 Design animal housing, equipment and handling facilities for the major systems of 
animal production.  
AS.07.01.01.a Identify facilities needed to house and produce an animal species  
safely and efficiently.  
AS.07.01.02.a Identify equipment and handling facilities used in modern animal production.  
Food Products and Processing Systems 
Content Standard:  The student will demonstrate competence in the application of scientific 
principles, practices and techniques in the processing, storage, and development of food 
products. 
  
FPP.01 Examine components of the food industry and historical development of food products 
and processing.  
Evaluate the significance and implications of changes and trends in the food products and 
processing industry. 
Discuss the history and describe and explain the components (e.g., processing, distribution, 
byproducts) of the food products and processing industry. 
  
FPP.04 Select and process food products for storage, distribution and consumption.  
FPP.04.01 Utilize harvesting, selection and inspection techniques to obtain quality food products 
for processing.  
FPP.04.01.01.a Identify quality and yield grades of food products.  
FPP.04.01.01.b Discuss factors that affect quality and yield grades of food products.  
FPP.04.01.03.a Identify and describe accepted animal treatment and harvesting techniques.  
FPP.04.02 Evaluate, grade and classify processed food products.  
Identify and evaluate foods derived from animal products.  
Power, Structural and Technical Systems 
Content Standard:  The student will demonstrate competence in the application of principles 
and techniques for the development and management of power, structural and technical systems. 
  
PST.04 Plan, build and maintain agricultural structures.  
PST.04.02 Apply structural plans and specifications.  
PST.04.02.01.a Identify major parts of a construction drawing.  
PST.04.02.01.b Identify and interpret different views of a construction drawing.  
PST.04.04 Follow architectural and mechanical plans to construct and/or repair equipment, 
buildings and facilities in compliance with safety rules.  
PST.04.04.01.a Develop skills for working with wood and/or metal.  
PST.04.04.03.b Paint or protect with coatings.  
PST.04.04.07.a Identify kinds and characteristics of wood and/or metal materials.  
PST.04.04.07.b Distinguish welding processes, positions, and materials preparation.  
Identify common woodworking and/or metal working tools. 
  
Codes for the Agriculture ,Food ,and Natural Resources standards are as follow 
ABS = Agribusiness Systems 
AS = Animal Systems 
CS = Life Knowledge and Cluster Skills 
FPP = Food Products and Processing Systems 
PST = Power, Structural, and Technical Systems 
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Preface
This project was born out of years substituting in special education and agriculture 
classrooms and seeing the struggle of the students. When it was time to decide on a creative 
component for my master’s degree in agriculture education the decision was easy. I hope these 
guided notes will help agriculture educators and students alike. 
The guided notes in this packet correspond to powerpoints listed in the acknowledgements. 
Please give credit to the original authors of the slideshows as necessary. Research has proven 
when students write down information they are more inclined to remember the information. The 
purpose of these guided notes is to assist all students in learning the different topics in agriculture. 
These notes can be used to meet IEP accommodations of providing notes to the student. The 
notes are relative to Agriculture Science I, but will fit other classes such as animal science and 
agriculture exploration. They match several standards in different states. 
Many new terms and information can be overwhelming to students especially in an elective 
class. The notes will keep the students engaged and learning during lectures. A space was given 
for questions to be written so the student can ask questions at the end of the class period. The 
doodle box can be used for dates to be remembered or pictures they wish to create. The key 
information is included in the guided notes, which can later be used as study guides for 
assignments and assessments. A participation grade can be given for taking notes daily which will 
help with attention to the powerpoints. Grades can be great motivator. The packets can be given 
out at the beginning of a unit or pages can be given to the students individually as to not 
overwhelm them. The pages are all numbered so can be assembled later for organization.
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Guided Notes for Ag Class           Name:_________ 
Date: ______
Beginning of Ag in the Classroom
In _____________ the Smith-Hughes Act passed and allowed 
vocational agriculture to be taught in high school. 
The first National FFA was formed in ________________, 
Missouri.
Leslie Applegate was the first FFA National President.







What were the colors adopted by the FFA in the 1930 National 
Convention?
 ___________________
In 1939, the National FFA purchased 28.5 acres of 
__________________________________  estate.
In 1952 The National Future Farmer _______________was first 
published
At first, ____________ were not included as members. In 
____________, FFA welcomed ___________ as members into the 
organization. 
Today nearly ______ of FFA members are female and 47% hold 
________________ positions.  The first national FFA woman president 
was ______________. 
Today’s current enrollment of the FFA is ____________. 
·         FFA expands to include Puerto Rico & the 
_________________________
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National Board of Directors
________________ Department of Education
The FFA Degree Ladder 
Top to bottom
_________________________, State, ___________________ , and 
Greenhand FFA Degree
Greenhand Degree Requirements
Be _______________________ in ag. course
Have _________________________SAE program
Demonstrate knowledge of FFA ________________, creed, 
motto, salute, and ___________________________
Chapter FFA Degree Requirements
Completed _____________________________ Semesters of Ag.
Hold ______________________________ Degree
SAE program in ______________________________
Demonstrate _________________procedures in parliamentary 
law
Satisfactory Educational Requirements
Topic: Today’s FFA Page 1
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
State FFA Degree Requirements
Hold ________________________ FFA Degree
Active FFA Member for at least ___________________ months
Earn and productively invest $1000 or 300 hours outside of 
class
Demonstrate leadership abilities
Help plan chapter 
__________________________________________________
Participate in _______________ FFA activities above chapter 
level
American FFA Degree
Hold ____________________ FFA Degree
Active FFA member for at least _____________ months
Completed ____________yrs. Ag. 
__________________________ at least 1 year from high school
Earned & productively invest at least $7500 OR:
Earn or productively invest at least $2000 and work at least 
2,250 hours out of Ag. Class.
Have a record of outstanding 
_____________________________________ abilities.
Have a High School Scholastic record of 
_____________________or better. 
TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP
_________________________ members - enrolled in an 
agricultural course & paid dues.
__________________________ members - at college level & 
enrolled in agricultural courses.
_________________________ membership - open to former 
members, collegiate & honorary members.
_______________________________ membership - supporters of 
FFA
Topic: Today’s FFA Page 2
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
FFA  -  EMBLEM
Cross-section of an Ear of __________________, 
The Rising__________________
The Plow, The _______________________
The  _______________________
MEANING OF EACH SYMBOL
CROSS SECTION OF AN EAR OF CORN
 Corn serves as the emblem’s ________________
 Corn served as foundation corn in 
_____________________________ agriculture
 Corn is _____________________ to America and is grown in 
every state.
THE RISING SUN
 Appears in the center of the ______________________
 __________________________________ progress in Agriculture
 The __________________________ FFA members have in the 
future
THE EAGLE
 _________________________ on top of the emblem
 Serves as a _________________________ of our freedom and 
ability to explore new horizons for the future of agriculture.
THE PLOW
 Symbol of labor and ___________________________ of the soil
THE OWL
 Represents _______________________ and wisdom
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Chosen at _______________ National FFA Convention






“I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America 
and to the republic for which it stands, one nation under God, 
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”
OFFICIAL DRESS
__________________ shirt or blouse
___________________ slacks or skirt
Official tie or _________________________
_________________ footwear
Official FFA jacket - _________________ to the top
Proper Use of the FFA Jacket
 Jacket is to be worn _________________________ by members.
 Jacket should be kept ___________________ & neat.
 Jacket should have only a _________________ emblem on back 
& small emblem on front.
4. It should carry State Association & ____________________ 
name on back. It should have ______________________ name & 
office or honor on the front.
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Jacket Use (Continued)
 Jacket should be worn on ________________ occasions with 
zipper fastened to the top.
 Jacket should only be worn to places that are 
__________________for members to visit.
 School letters & ______________________ of other organizations 
should not be attached.
 When jacket becomes ____________ & worn, it should be 
discarded or the emblems & letters removed.
 _____________________ & lettering should be removed if the 
jacket is given or sold to a non-member.
 A member always ________________ like a lady or gentleman 
when wearing the jacket.
 Members should refrain from use of tobacco & 
_____________________while wearing the FFA jacket.
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
The FFA Code of Ethics
Adopted in __________________ at the National FFA Convention 
and outlines general guidelines for all occasions and functions, 
not just FFA activities. 
Code of Ethics
We will conduct ourselves at all times in order to be a 
_______________ to our organization, chapter, school & community 
by ___________________________ neatly & appropriately for the 
occasion. Showing __________________ for the rights of others and 
be courteous at all times.  Being __________________________ & not 
taking unfair advantage of others. ____________________________ 
the property of others.
Refraining from loud, boisterous talk, swearing & other unbecoming 
________________. Demonstrating _______________________ in the 
show ring, at career development events & meeting
___________________________ meetings promptly & respecting the 
opinion of others in discussion.
 Taking ____________________________ in our organization, 
activities, supervised experience programs, exhibits & the 
occupations of agriculture.
 ___________________ with others experiences & knowledge gained 
in the FFA.
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Name:______________                    Date: _________
Introduction to Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE)
An SAE is a practical __________________ of classroom 
concepts designed to provide “real world” experiences and develop 
skills in agriculturally related career areas.
SAE programs consist of ______________________________ 
conducted outside of class time designed to gain hands-on 
experience and develop skills in agricultural career areas that 
interest you.
SAE Rewards-provides an ______________________________ 
to explore careers
allows students to gain ___________________________
earn _____________________
improve ___________________________ skills in a variety of 
situations
develop _______________________________ skills
      
earn FFA _____________________ Awards and advanced FFA 
degrees
Topic: Introduction to SAE Programs Page 1
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Exploratory-experiencing the ______________________ of 
agriculture and its many related careers.  This type of program is 
great for beginning students and those who are uncertain about 
their interest, but others can also benefit.
Research/Experimentation - an SAE where you conduct 
research using the scientific _______________________.  Agriculture 
is a science-based industry and there are limitless opportunities for 
research-based SAEs.
Placement - (in some states called ____________________) in 
this SAE you work for someone, either for pay or for the experience.  
These SAEs may be located in agribusinesses, school labs, farms and 
ranches or in ______________________ facilities.
Ownership/Entrepreneurship - this type of SAE makes you a 
business owner.  You plan and operate an agriculturally related 
enterprise or business.  Examples include producing and marketing 
livestock, crops, nursery plants or forest products, providing a 
service such as lawn care, processing agricultural products, repair, 
design or __________________ agriculturally related equipment.
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Research/ Experimentation
_________________________ the effect of hormones on plant growth
 
Ownership/Entrepreneurship
Growing and ___________________ bedding plants
Owning a ________________________ tree farm
Placement
Working in a _______________________ shop
Working in school greenhouse after school
Missouri Top 5 SAE’s
Placement/Agribusiness Systems
Placement/_____________________
Placement/Food Production and Processing




FFA Alumni and business persons
Websites- SAE Central: 
www.cals.ncsu.edu/agexed/sae/toolbox/index.html
National FFA Online, Agricultural Career Center:  www.ffa.org
Topic: Introduction to SAE Programs Page 3  
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
_____________Activities are a specific skill learned outside of 
the classroom and contributes to the agriculture skills 
and______________________obtained by the student.
_______________________ Activities- a series of learning 
activities that improve the efficiency, value, use or appearance of 
the place of employment, home, school or community.
Agricultural Career Clusters




















Education and Communication Careers
Exploratory
Shadowing a veterinarian on career day
Research/ Experimentation
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Agricultural Careers
Agricultural Workforce
Approximately __________________ People are Employed in 
an Agricultural Career
_______________ Of Agricultural Careers Require a College 
Education
____________________ people are needed each year to fill 
positions in the Agriculture Industry
Only ____________________ jobs are being filled each year by 
trained people
Yearly Employment Opportunities for College Graduates in 
Agriscience
____________Marketing, Merchandising, & Sales 
Representatives
29% - Scientists, Engineers, & Related Professionals
____________ Managers & Financial Specialists
7% - Agricultural Production Specialists
__________ Social Services Professionals
7% - Education & Communication Specialists
 Production Agriculture 
__________ of All Agricultural Careers
____________________ Agriculture is defined as Farming and 
Ranching.
It involves the growing and marketing of field crops and livestock
U.S. Farmers produce enough food and fiber to feed ____________ 
people, large farm operations can feed over 200 people.
Topic: Careers in Agriculture Page 1
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Careers in Agricultural Production Jobs
Cattle Rancher
______________, purchases, and raises cattle on leased or 
owned land for purpose of selling offspring
Knowledge Requirements:
Cattle industry including cattle prices, quality and markets. 
________________, reproduction, and animal health are also 
important areas.
Diversified Crop Farmer
Crop Farming workers: plant, _________________ and harvest 
crops of fruits, fibers, grains, and/or vegetables.
May raise ___________________ crops or diversified crops, 
they often produce several different types of crops simultaneously
 Diversified Livestock Producer
_______________________ livestock producers breed and raise 
livestock of various types.
Skills Necessary:
___________________
_______________________ skills and basic business knowledge
Enjoy working _____________________ in all kinds of weather
Farm Manager
_____________________ and Analyze farm resources, 
finances, and problems
________________ solutions and plans for future farm enterprises
Make daily farming decisions related to crops, ___________________ 
and labor
Topic: Careers in Agriculture Page 2
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Communication and Education Specialist Careers
 Agriculture Teacher
_______________ program, curriculum, and activities related 
to agriculture for youth adults and graduates
Working Conditions: _________________in classroom, outdoors with 
experiments and hands-on activities
Agricultural Extension Specialist
__________________ and conducts cooperative extension 
program to advise and instruct farmers and individuals engaged 
in agribusiness applications of agricultural ________________ 
findings.
Skills Necessary: 
____________________ interest in helping others
Excellent ________________________ skills
 Agricultural Lawyer
________________ on the law as it applies to the Agricultural 
Industry
_________________________ in writing and speaking, reading, 
researching, and analyzing
Managers and Financial Specialist
Agricultural Consultant
____________________ and appraises agricultural business and 
makes suggestions on improvements
________________________ degree in agricultural business or 
agricultural education
Agricultural Economist
__________________ data and statistics in order to spot trends in 




____________________ to Work Independently
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Marketing, Merchandising, & Sales Representatives
Agricultural Chemical Dealer
___________ the farming community by providing chemicals 
used in farm situations. 
Knowledge of _____________ uses warning and disposal 
methods is necessary
College degree helpful but not __________________
_________________ experience needed
__________________ of Chemical regulations 
Pesticide License
 Animal Health Products Representatives
__________________ sales and marketing strategies for 






Scientists, Engineers and Related Specialists
Agricultural Construction Engineer
___________________ and contracts agricultural structures 
such as mills, fertilizer plants, barns, etc.
Master’s degree preferred in agriculture engineering. 
 Animal Breeder
Breed and raise animals to ______________________ traits, to 
develop new breeds, or to maintain standards of existing breeds
Necessary Skills:
_______________________________
Reliable and be able to follow detailed instructions
Topic:  Careers in Agriculture Page 4
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
Artificial Breeding Technician
Assists in _______________ and maintaining semen, 
identifying appropriate times to inseminate (deposits sperm) female 
and the actual insemination process
Technical school or a college degree
Specialized training in artificial insemination techniques
 Social Service Professionals
 Foreign Affairs Officials
_________________ affairs officials assist in planning and 
implementing foreign affairs program which secure the interests of 
the country while promoting __________________________
Working Conditions:
__________________ frequently and work out of an office building
Food and Drug Inspector
Food and Drug inspector impose ________________ and state 
grading standards on food and drug products for the purpose of 




Good _________________ and written communication
 Agricultural Equipment Dealer
Farm equipment __________________ sell and service farm 
machinery and equipment
______________________________degree with emphasis on 
agriculture and business.
High School courses in agriculture, ______________________ 
and mechanics
Agricultural Journalist
Gather, write, ________________ and report news articles 
that are published in agricultural magazines, newspapers, journals 
or broadcast on radio or television
Topic: Careers in Agriculture Page 5
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
____________________________ Degree in journalism, 
communications, English or political science.  High School classes in 
agriculture, journalism, media, computers, and business
How to Start Planning for an Agricultural Career?
Develop an Agricultural ____________________ Portfolio
A _____________________ of your best work on agricultural 
projects and         other career-related materials
The ___________________ is used to sell your skills to a 
prospective employer 
 What to include in your Portfolio?
____________________________
Photographs and written reports of projects that you have 
____________________
Letters of Recommendation
___________________ and Career Goals
_____________________ Plan for accomplishing your goals
How you can start planning at different levels?
 Middle School Career Plan:
_______________ science projects with plants, animals, soil, water, 
energy, ecology, conservation, and wildlife
Join ___________ and choose agricultural projects
___________________ to work on lawn, garden, greenhouses, farm or 
conservation
Projects
______________ in agriculture or other career education projects at 
school
Topic: Careers in Agriculture Page 6  
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Name:______________                    Date: ____________
High School
Enroll in agriculture classes including ____________ science, 
animal science, agricultural mechanics, _____________________, 
and farm management
Join 4-H and FFA organization and participate in leadership 
and ___________________________ activities
_______________________ a broad, supervised agricultural 
experience project
_____________________ hands-on, skill-development 
experience
Career Plan After High School
________________ an agricultural job and plan ways to get 
additional training while on the job
Enter a __________________________ and take courses that 
will transfer to the college of agriculture or life science of 
your choice
Enter a two-year program in _____________________ 
agriculture
Topic: Careers in Agriculture Page 7
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·         How agriculture changed the world
         Early man lived a ___________________________ existence as 
hunters and gathers.
         Among the first animals eaten…snails, 
_______________________, oysters, crawfish.
         Among the first plants eaten…_________________________, 
melons, beans, figs, nuts, and other fruits and veggies.
         Earliest clothing…leaves and animal _____________________.
         Early shelter…caves, 
____________________________________________, trees.
        Life changed when man learned how to 
___________________________ (tame or control) animals and wild 
plants.
        Domestication began around 
_________________________________ years ago.
        Among the first domesticated animals… donkeys, goats, 
___________________, dogs.
        The first crop…____________________.
        Domesticated plants and animals meant a 
________________________ food supply; no need to travel to follow 
game and wild plants.
        Agriculture led to the villages, cities and eventually 
_____________________________.
Topic: History of Agriculture Page 1 
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Farming has become more efficient
         Over the ________________________, farming has become easier- 
and fewer farmers can produce more food.
         In America in the late 1700s, __________________ of people “lived 
on the land.”
         Today…. 2% of ____________________ are farmers, and most 
people work elsewhere.
         The ___________________________ has developed agricultural 
technology that is shared world-wide. 
         This has ________________________ the U.S., as well as the world.  
        In _____________________________, we now depend on produce 
imported from the southern hemisphere during our winter.
        Inventors and Inventions
         Over the past ________________years, inventions have greatly 
changed agriculture.
         Inventor: Charles Townshend
a.k.a. “_____________________ Townshend”
         first crop _________________________/rotation system in the 
early 1700s in England.
        rotated __________________________ and grains to improve soil 
fertility.
   Invention: Crop Rotation
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Inventor: Jethro _____________________
         ____________________________a seed drill/planting machine in 
the early 1700s – before this, seeds were just cast on the ground to 
grow…or not.
         today’s high-speed _________________________ grew from this 
early effort.
       Invention: Seed ___________________
         Inventor: Eli Whitney
         developed the cotton gin in 1793, an invention that greatly 
__________________ the labor required to remove seeds from the 
cotton _________________.
        Invention: Cotton _______________________
        Inventor: Cyrus McCormick
        patented a __________________________  machine (reaper) in 1834 
that greatly reduced the amount of hand labor required to 
_______________________ grain.
      Invention: _____________________
      Inventor: John Deere
     developed the _________________ moldboard plow in 1837.
      this made it possible to ______________ the heavy soils found in 
many parts of the U.S.
Invention: Self-scouring ___________________
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         Scientist: Gregor Mendel
         _______________________basic principles of heredity while 
working as a botanist in Austria in the mid-1800s.
         his work led to __________________________ in crops and 
livestock.
      Discovery: _______________________ 
         Agriculture in the last century early 1900s –
         improved __________________ of corn were developed in the U.S., 
known as hybrid corn. 
         by the mid 1950s, nearly all the corn _______________________ in 
the US was hybrid seed.
  Agriculture in the last ______________________
         mid 1900s -
         new ____________________________ were developed to control 
insects, diseases, and weeds.
         More ______________________ equipment became common on 
farms.
Agriculture in the last century
         late 1900s and early 2000s –
         _______________________ engineering and other advanced 
methods of improving crops and livestock were being developed and 
applied.
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         TERMS USED IN BREEDING ANIMALS
         Breed : Breed is made up of animals of the same ________________ 
that share common traits.
         Bloodlines : Bloodlines are ___________________ within breeds; 
tend to have one common ancestor.
         Purebred : Animals _______________________ in a breed or eligible 
for registry. 
         Traits inheritable by animals:
         Color, Milk  _________________, Horns, ______________
         BREEDS OF CATTLE
         ANGUS : Originated in ________________.  Black, polled and have a 
smooth coat of hair.
         BRAHMAN : Originated in ______________________.  Light gray to 
nearly black, loose skin and large humps over the shoulder ; tolerant 
of heat and insects.
         BRANGUS : Developed by crossing _________________and Angus 
cattle. Solid black and polled.
         CHAROLAIS : Originated in __________________.  White to a light 
straw color; large breed, most are naturally horned.
         CHIANINA : Originated in Italy.  White except for the switch of the 
tail, which is black; skin has a black pigment.  
________________________ beef breed.
         HEREFORD :  Originated in England.  __________________face and 
red bodies.  A horned breed.
·        
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         POLLED HEREFORD :  Developed in the United States.  White face 
and red bodies; ________________________________.
         LIMOUSIN : Originated in France.  Most are _________________ but 
may be light yellow or black. They usually have horns.
         SANTA GERTRUDIS :  Developed by the ____________________ in 
Texas.  Cherry red, usually horned and have loose hide.  Crosses of 
the Shorthorn and Brahman breeds.
         SHORTHORN : Originated in England.  Red and white, with a 
red-white mix (___________), have horns except for the Polled 
Shorthorn breed.
         SIMMENTAL : Originated in ____________________.  Faces are 
white/light straw and their bodies are red to dark red.
         DAIRY CATTLE BREEDS
         AYRSHIRE :  Originated in Scotland.  Red, mahogany, brown or 
white in color.  Rank ____________ in milk production (11,700 lbs per 
year with 4.0 % milk fat).
         BROWN SWISS :  Originated in ______________________.  May be 
any shade of fawn with white markings.  Rank fourth in milk 
production (10,600 lbs per year with 5% milk fat). 
        GUERNSEY :  ______________________ off the coast of France.  May 
be any shade of fawn with white markings; horns turn outward and 
toward the front.  Tied _______________ in milk production (10,600 
lbs per year with 5% milk fat).
        HOLSTEIN : Originated in the Netherlands.  Black and white color 
patterns. Rank _________________ in milk production (14,500 lbs per 
year with 3.5% milk fat).
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         SWINE BREEDS
         AMERICAN LANDRACE :  ___________________ breed with ears 
drooped over the eyes.  Produce large litters of pigs.
         BERKSHIRE : Black with six white points: each foot, some white on 
the face and a white tail switch; ____________________ ears.
         CHESTER WHITE : _________________ breed; popular in the 
northern parts of the United States.
         DUROC :  _______________ in color; ears drooped over the eyes.  
Large size, good meat-type breed.
         HAMPSHIRE :  Black with a white belt around its shoulders.  Ears 
are _____________; good meat type breed.
         POLAND CHINA :  Black with six white ______________: the feet, tip 
of tail and nose. 
         YORKSHIRE : White with erect ears.  Large litters and good 
________________.
         SHEEP BREEDS
         ____________ WOOL SHEEP - Rambouillet, American Merino, 
Delaine Merino and Debouillet.
         MEDIUM WOOL SHEEP - Cheviot, Dorset, Finnish Landrace, 
Hampshire, Shropshire, Southdown and _________________.
         __________ WOOL SHEEP - Cotswold, Leicester, Lincoln and 
Romney.
         CROSSBRED WOOL SHEEP – ________________, Panama and 
Southdale.
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         ________________ WOOL SHEEP - Black faced Highland.
         ___________ SHEEP - Karakul breed. 
         GOAT BREEDS
         ____________ AND CASHMERE - Angora ; most of these are grown 
in Texas and other southwestern states.
         __________________ Goats - LaMancha, Nubian, Saanen and 
Toggenburg.
         ________________ Goats – Boer 
         HORSES
         Light Horses – Weigh ____________________ pounds and used for 
riding, driving, racing and other purposes.  Quarter Horse, Arabian, 
Paint, Appaloosa, Tennessee Walking Horse and Palomino are 
breeds of light horses.
         Ponies - Small horses weighing ____________ 900 pounds.  
Shetland Pony is an example.
·         Draft Horses - Weigh over ____________ pounds.  Clydesdale, 
Belgian, Percheron and Shire are examples.
          POULTRY
         Poultry includes ________________________, duck and turkey.  
Other poultry animals include quail, guinea, ostrich and emu.
         Most common breeds of chickens are White Leghorn, 
_____________________, Rhode Island Red, Barred Rock and New 
Hampshire.
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         Chickens are selected for one of two uses: ______________ and 
meat. 
         AQUACULTURE
         Term used to describe the __________________________ of fish.
         Examples include : catfish, trout, tilapia, hybrid striped bass, 
shrimp, oyster, crawfish, red fish, snails, crabs, ________________ 
and frogs.
          KINDS OF BREEDING SYSTEMS
         STRAIGHT BREEDING : ______________ of animals of the same 
breed.
         Different approaches of straight breeding include 
_______________ breeding (mating purebred animals), outcrossing 
(mating animals of the same breed but of different families in the 
breed) and __________________ (mating animals of the same breed 
with closely related animals).
         CROSSBREEDING : Involves mating animals of _________________ 
breeds.
         Used to improve the quality of the products ________________ by 
the offspring.
         Used to ________________ calves with more meat, no horns or to 
accomplish other specific genetic purpose.
         PUREBRED PRODUCTION SYSTEM
         Used to ____________________ purebred animals that will be used 
for meat, milk or other purposes.
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             Raise _______________ male and female animals.
    _________________ keep accurate records
 MEAT-ANIMAL PRODUCTION SYSTEM
         COW-CALF PRODUCTION – _______________________ keeping cows 
to produce calves that are used for meat. 
         Calves are weaned at about _______________ lbs.
         FEEDER PIG PRODUCTION - Raising pigs that are sold to other 
producers to grow to meat-size hogs (_____________________ lbs)
         Pigs are sold at ______________________ lbs.
         FINISHING SYSTEM
         BEEF CATTLE - Cattle are finished in _______________.  Texas, 
Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, California and Colorado have the greatest 
numbers.
         Begin at ___________________ lbs and fed for 90-120 days or until 
they weigh 1000 lbs or more.
         Gain ________________ lbs. Per day
         MARKET HOGS - Hogs are finished to _______________ plus lbs.  
Fed in groups of ______________ head. 
         METHODS OF INSEMINATING LIVESTOCK
         _________________ insemination - Involves using animals to mate 
in pastures or pen breeding.
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         ADVANTAGES OF USING AI
         AI allows the use of semen from __________________ males that 
are owned by another party.
         AI makes it ______________________  for a male to breed many 
more females than could be done naturally.
         Semen can be stored for a week at 41F or for several 
______________ frozen at -320F (liquid nitrogen).
         Important information in breeding animals
         SPECIES         AGE/BREED  GESTATION
         Cow              14 months   283 days
         Sow               12 months    114 days
         Ewe                         17 months    148 days
         Doe                         18 months    151 days
         Mare                        2-3 years      336 days
         Estrus Synchronization
         Involves using _______________________ to get several females to 
come in heat at the same time.
         Used when using ___________________ breeding procedures such 
as superovulation (getting the female to produce a number of eggs at 
one time) and embryo transfer. 
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         Pregnancy Testing
         ________________ test
         Urine test
         _____________________ palpation (most common method used) 
        Signs of pregnant females going into labor
         Enlarged _____________________
         ______________________ of the vulva
         Nervousness
         Going away from the ________________
         Giving   ________________
         Pregnancy Testing
         ________________  or urine test
         _____________________ palpation (most common method used)
          Signs of pregnant females going into labor
         Enlarged _____________________
         ______________________ of the vulva
         Nervousness
         Going away from the ________________
         Giving   ________________
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         Most animals give _______________ without assistance.
         Calves should be born within _________ hour after labor begins.
         Calves are ______________
         Cow may need assistance if calf is in a different 
____________________.
         After the birth
         It is very important that the calf gets the first milk known as 
_______________.
         Colostrum is high in _________________ and other substances that 
help the new animals to survive.
         Animal should expel the ____________________ 3-6 hours after 
giving birth.
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What is Flushing or Conditioning?
         Feeding cows, ewes, & sows more generously ________________ 
weeks before breeding
         Feed grain or more ________________ pastures
         Grain:
          Cows _________________ pounds
         Ewes _________________ pounds
         Sows __________________ pounds
         After breeding, return to __________________ feed
          Why Flush?
         More _________________ are produced
         Females come in _______________ more promptly
         More certain ________________________________
         More _______________________ timing of birth
         15- 30% ______________________ in lamb and pig crops
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         Genetics Terms
         Heterozygous = two _____________ types of genes (Bb)
         Homozygous = two __________________ genes (BB)
         Dominant Gene = trait _________________ others
         Recessive Gene = must be _______________________ with another 
recessive gene to express trait
         Incomplete Dominance = both traits _________________ 
themselves
         Pregnancy Testing Advantages:
         Early ____________________ of breeding troubles (infertile, cystic 
ovaries)
         Rebreed ______________________ females
         Grouping for _______________ nutrition
         More effective use of ________________ (parturition)
         _________________ pregnant females for sale
          Pregnancy Testing Cows
         ____________________ Palpation
         2 months after _______________________ the bull
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         Pregnancy Testing Ewes
         Determine ______________ ewes, after 60 days
         Determine ____________________ lambs
         Rectal Palpation (hollow ___________________ rod)
         __________________ scanning (light or sound if fetus is present) 
can’t detect multiples
         Intrarectal Doppler (________________ fetal heartbeat (130-160)) 
can’t detect multiples 
         Pregnancy Testing Sows
         ______________________________ detector 
         Pregnancy Testing Mares
         Stop of Heat period- 18-20 days after ___________ ovulation
         Rectal Palpation – ___________ days after mating
         ______________ Tests : 20 -120 days after mating
         Ultrasonography: ______________ image of reproductive tract, 10 
days after mating
         Multiple Birth Percentages
         Beef .___________       Dairy ___________
·       Sheep ___________         Horses ___________
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         Freemartin Heifers
         Sterile heifers that are ____________ twin with a bull
         _____________ of twin births with both sex
         ______________ circulations fuse, male hormone circulates into 
female, interferes with normal sex development
         Can examine vagina of ______________ to determine if freemartin 
(1/3 as long)
         Expected Progeny Difference (EPD)
         _____________ Specific (can’t compare epd’s of different breeds)
         Expressed as + or ________
         Birth Weight in ________________
         Weaning Weight in pounds at ______________ days
         Yearling Weight in pounds at ___________ days
         Maternal Influence (milking ability) pounds of ________________ 
weight produced by daughters
·         Direct Calving Ease, ____________ & shape of calf
·         __________________ Calving Ease: size, internal structure, uterine 
environment of female
·         Yearling Height in _____________________
·         _________________ Circumference in centimeters
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         Carcass weight in ____________________
         Marbling in _________________ marbling degrees
         Ribeye area in ______________ inches
         _____________ Thickness in inches
         Expected Progeny Difference (EPD)
Sire   BW                 WW             YW             Milk
A     4.9               12.2             13.2             -3.0
B     4                  0.2               3.5               9.0
C     3                  0                  5                  13.0
         Crossbreeding
         _________________of animals of different breeds
         Can _______________ productivity
         Produce animals with combination of ____________________
         Foundation stock for new ____________________
         Introduce new ______________ quicker than in purebreds
·         Hybrid Vigor
·         Or Heterosis
·         Biological phenomenon which causes crossbreeds to outproduce 
the _____________________ of their parents
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         Complementary
         The advantage of a ________________ where two or more traits 
complement each other
         Good quality of breed A and a different _____________ quality of 
breed B combine in the offspring
         ________________________ complement each other
         Factors Affecting Crossbreeding  Advantages
         Select complementary _________________
         Use ______________ performance stock
         Sound Crossbreeding Program: _____________ crossbred females
         Tap Purebreds: to ________________ hybrid vigor 
         Two-Breed Cross
         Purebred Bulls X Purebred _____________________ of another 
breed
         Angus X Hereford = ______________ Baldies
         8-10% __________________ in weaning weight
         Does ______________ use a crossbred cow
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         Two-Breed Backcross or Crisscross
         Breed A X Breed B = Crossbred ______________
         Crossbred X Breed A or B
         Charolais Bull X Hereford Cow = Cross
         Cross X Charolais
         Yields  _________________ of maximum heterosis
         Three Breed Rotational Cross
         __________ Breeds (Hereford, Brahman, Charolais)
         Crossbred females bred to _________________ bull of breed A
         Resulting cross mated to purebred bull of breed __________
         Resulting _________________ mated to purebred bull of breed C
         Repeat ____________________
         ________________ of maximum heterosis
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         Three Breed Fixed Cross
         _________________________cows mated to Purebred bull of breed 
         All _________________ sold
         Purchase crossbred _____________
         ________________ of maximum heterosis 
         Breeding Programs
         Selection of breeding _______________ is critical
         Look at all __________________, not just one or two
         Purebred ______________________
         _____________ objective
         Heat Detection
         Producers ________________ 25-50% of heat periods
         ____________________ calving by 30-40 days
         Loss of income: _____________ in dairy, $20 in beef
         Heat-Mount Detector: _______________ with ink-filled capsule, 
pressure breaks capsule
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         Manipulating Estrous
         Artificial Lighting: ______________, mares, fowl
         Lengthen days, then _______________________ to simulate 
natural breeding season
         Hormones:
         Progestogens: mimics pregnancy, _______________, inject, 
implant, for 14-20 days, when removed, cows cycle 2-8 days later
         Prostaglandins: ______________ dose injection, 90 hours later = 
estrous
         Induced Calving
         Artificially shortening ________________________
         _________________ birth weight, less calving difficulty
         Predict calving ______________
         Longer period from _____________________ to breeding
         After ___________________ days, cows injected with adrenal 
steroid
         Calve _________________ days earlier, 6-8 lb lighter calf
         Higher ___________________ of retained placentas, lower milk 
production
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         Artificial Insemination
         Deposit spermatozoa in _________________ artificially
         Legend: First done in _______________ by Arab (stole semen from 
enemy stallion)
         First official: _________________ by Italian (dogs)
         In _______________________________ for over 50 years
         ________________, 65% dairy cows AI’ed
         Advantages of AI
         Increases ________________ of outstanding sires (cost)
         Alleviates _____________________ and bother of keeping a sire
         Sire that is no longer ________________
         Reduce ____________________ costs
         _______________________ possibility of sterile sires
         Helps ____________________ disease
         Creates large families of _____________________ animals
         Increase ______________________ in ownership of superiors
         Increase _____________________
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        Limitations of AI
         Physiological Principles: ___________________ of heat
         Requires _____________________ technicians
         ________________ to start
         Can accentuate damage of _________________ sires
         May _____________________ sire market (avg or poor bulls)
         May increase _____________________ of disease (none to date, but 
is possible)
         Abuse: mislabled ___________________
AI Equipment
         ___________________= cleanliness of equipment
         Disinfect equipment
         Disposable __________________________________
Collection and Handling
         Artificial Vagina - outer tube of __________________, inner tube 
made of thin rubber, space between filled with warm water & air, 
end attached to a test tube
         ____________________ male to female in heat, then give him a 
“dummy” to mount
         Some use a cow or ________________ in replacement of dummy
         Electrical Stimulation – _________________ use with rams
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         Electro-Ejaculator Apparatus – ______________ in rectum gives a 
weak ac current (5-30volts), series of stimulations applied
         Rectal Massage of Ampullae - rectal massage of the ampullae and 
collection of semen in a ________________________
         Requires ____________ people
         _______________________ must stand
         Collecting Semen from the Vagina - using a ____________________, 
pipette, spoon etc.
         _______________ is contaminated 
         Semen Volume
Class ml/ejaculate    Sperm Conc No. Fem
Bull 5-6                           800-1,200                300-500
Ram 1                                        800-4,000                    40-100
Boar 200-300                         25-1,000         15-25
Stallion   50-150                           30-800                  8-12
           Semen Life
         Frozen - (______________________ Nitrogen) -320 deg F
         store up to ___________________ years
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         Packaging Semen
         Pellet - frozen ______________________
         Problems with ID, automation, _____________________________
         ______________________- plastic, 2-5 inch, 1/4 - 1/2 ml
         95% of all _______________________ semen
         Lyophilization of semen – ____________ in dry state at low temp. 
(experimental)
          When to Breed
         Female is only fertile when an ______________ is present which 
can be fertilized
         Eggs _______________ lived
         Inseminate before _____________ is shed
         Cow doesn’t ________________ egg until 10 hours after standing 
heat, lives 6-10 hours
         Cows in standing _____________________ in morning are bred in 
afternoon or evening
·         Superovulation
·         Injecting female with drugs which __________________ the larger 
follicles to mature & release egg (5-50 eggs)
·         ________________________ 1 egg / 21 days  
·         4-5 fertilized ________________ average
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        Embryo Transfer
         Synchronize Heat Cycles of __________________ & recipients
         Inject _________________ to superovulate
         ____________________ donor (natural or AI)
         Collect ________________
         Examine eggs (______________ fertilized)
         Synchronize recipients ________________________
         __________________________ eggs
         Advantages:
         up to ____________ calves / yr
         ________________ rate of genetic improvement
         Import / __________________ genetics
         Progeny __________________ heifers earlier
         Beef calves from ________________ cows
         Embryo __________________________ - use as in AI
         Embryo Splitting (_____________________) - split at 7 days then 
implanted = twins
         Embryo Sexing – ___________________ accuracy
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         Important Roles Animals Play
         Food,    ___________________, Clothing
         _______________________, Services
         _________________________, Work/labor
         Other (e.g., by-products) 
         Categories of Animals
         ______________________ animals
         Company/specialty animals
         _________________________
         Fiber animals
         _________________ animals
         Animal and Human Interaction
         _________________ production of animals has__________________ 
the production of______________________ and other products 
contributing to the_____________________ of the world economy.
         Humans have used our knowledge of_______________________ 
and techniques such as selective breeding to adapt 
certain___________________ to meet specific___________________ 
needs and consumer ________________________.
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Missouri Agriculture Ranked
         Animals are amongst the top _______ agricultural commodities 
produced in Missouri.
Cattle and calves
______________________ in farm receipts
         _________________ of all Missouri farm receipts
         Hogs
         ______________________ in farm receipts
         ___________________ of all Missouri farm receipts
         Broiler Chickens
         ______________________ in farm receipts
___________________of all Missouri farm receipts
         Animals in Missouri Agriculture
         Beef cows
         _________ in the nation, 2.16 million head
         Turkeys
         _________ in the nation, 19.2 million head
         Goats
         _________ in the nation, 72 thousand head
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         Animals in Missouri Agriculture (cont)
         Horses and Ponies
         _________ in the nation, 117 thousand head
         Hogs
         _________ in the nation, 3.4 million head
         Broiler Chickens
         _________ in the nation, 293 million head
         Key Terms to Classify and Describe Animals
         _____________: A group of a group of living organisms consisting 
of similar individuals capable of exchanging genes or interbreeding. 
Go by both a common name (e.g., cattle) and a scientific name (e.g., 
Bos Taurus).
         ____________________: A group of animals within a species that 
have a common origin that have distinguishing characteristics that 
they pass on to their offspring in a uniform manner. Every species 
has many breeds. Each breed has specific characteristics that are 
evident in the animal.
         _________________________: Animals whose sire and dam are of 
the same breed.
         _____________________: Offspring resulting from the crossing of a 
male of one breed with a female of another breed. It has specific 
characteristics that are evident in the animal.
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Terms (cont)
         __________________________: How animals are categorized by 
their reproductive organs (male or female) and age (mature or 
young). As such, there are specific terms used to refer to mature 
males and mature females as well as young males and young 
females.
         ____________________: These animals often go by a specific name. 
An example is a lamb.
         ____________________: This of the same species are referred to by 
a specific term. An example is a flock.
         Scientific Name:  _______________________  
         Breeds: Angus, _________________, Holstein, ___________________   
         Mature male:  ________________
         Mature female:  ___________________
         Young male:  ________________
         Young female:  _________________
Castrated male:  _____________________
         Group:  _________________
Baby animal:  ________________
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         Sheep
         Scientific Name:  _______________________
         Breeds:  _______________, Suffolk, Dorset, _________________
         Mature male:  _________________
         Mature female:  __________________________
         Young male or female:  _____________________
         Castrated male:  __________________
         Group:  ___________________
         Baby Animal:  ________________________
         Swine:
         Scientific Name:  __________________________
         Breeds:   Duroc, _______________, Berkshire, ___________________
         Mature male:  ________________________
         Mature female:  _______________________
         Young male:  _________________________
         Young female:  _______________________________
         Castrated male:  ______________________
         Group:  _______________________
Baby Animal:  __________________________
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           Horse:
         Scientific Name:  _______________________
         Breeds:  Quarter Horse, ______________________, Arabian
         Mature male:  _________________________
         Mature female:  _________________________
         Young male:  ____________________________
         Young female:  ___________________________
         Castrated male:  __________________________
         Group:  __________________________________
         Baby Animal:  _____________________________
Identify factors in selecting an animal.
         ____________________& Resources Needed to Raise an Animal
         Food and __________________ supply
         Shelter
         Cleaning __________________________
         Bathing _____________________ supplies and equipment
         Exercise and ____________________ equipment
         __________________________equipment and supplies
         _________________________ and maintenance costs
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         Factors to Consider When Selecting Livestock
         ___________________ of raising the animal
         Structurally sound
         _________________
         Trait selection
         Needs to Consider for Livestock
         Cost
         ______________________
         Feed/supplements
         _______________________
         Space
         ________________________
         Equipment
         Time
         ____________________ producers
         ________________________ feeders
         Independent advertisers
Internet and social ______________________
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         Reproductive Technologies
         ______________: A process through which genetically identical 
organisms are produced
         ___________________: Placing of sperm in the female reproductive 
tract by other than natural means
         __________________: Process of flushing the embryos from the 
reproductive tracts of superior, donor females and implanting them 
in other females
         ___________________________: Alteration of the genes of animals 
by human intervention
         ___________________________: Clustered regularly interspaced 
short palindromic repeats technology is a tool for editing genomes; 
allows researchers to easily alter DNA sequences and modify gene 
function; has many potential applications such as correcting genetic 
defects, treating and preventing the spread of diseases, etc.
____________________________: Allows for better understanding 
and management of risk associated with a variety of infectious 
diseases and inherited genetic disorders while optimizing breeding 
programs through genetic screening
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         Conclusion
         _______________ and the products and services they provide are 
essential to humans.
         Animals improve society and the agricultural economy in a 
variety of ways: food, clothing, _____________________, medical 
research, recreation, and more.
          Different animals require different types of food, shelter, health 
care, and attention costs. Animal ____________________ is a 
responsibility to be taken very seriously.
_______________________ advances in animal production and 
breeding have allowed agriculture to evolve into a precision 
business geared on creating superior products for the consumer.
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         Disease
         Broad definition – not being at ease or uncomfortable
         Producers have a vested interest to keep their animals healthy
         Healthy Animals
         Grow ________________ and produce more _______________ for 
their owners
         Some diseases are __________________
         , others may be severe and cause rapid death
         Sick animals
         ______________ display outward signs of illness
         Animal may be droopy, go ___________________, be restless, have 
a dull haircoat
         Infectious diseases
         Caused by microorganisms that ___________________ the 
animal’s body
         Usually ____________________ diseases that the animal can pass to 
another animal
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         Bacteria
         Live on and in the bodies of all animals
         More numerous than the _______________ of the body
         Many are ________________________
         Those living in the _____________ of _________________ animals 
aid in digestion
         Many can be harmful
          __________________ the cells of an animal’s body
         Parasitic bacteria
         May harm the animal by feeding off the body cells or secreting a 
material known as a toxin 
         Toxin Substance that causes harm to an ____________________
         _____________________
        Harmful bacteria
         When _________________ numbers invade, the animal becomes ill
         Type and form of the illness depends on the type of _____________ 
that invades the animal
  Cocci  Round _______________________ shaped bacteria
         Some forms of _____________________ and strep are caused by 
this bacteria
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         Bacillus
         ____________________ shaped
         Cause some __________________ diseases in animals
         Anthrax
         Tetanus
         ___________________________________
         Spirilla
         Shaped like spirals or _____________________________
         Require moist _______________________ to live
         Live very well in the ________________________________tracts of 
animals
         Leptospirosis
         Most bacteria
         Can be _____________________ by the use of antibiotics
         __________________________ was one of the first
         Produced from _________________ of molds
         Penicillin many forms are now produced
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         Protozoa
         _____________________________________that causes disease
         Single celled organisms that are often parasitic
         Coccidiosis
         One of the most costly ________________________ diseases
         Caused _______________________ and weight loss
         Most can be ____________________________ by drugs
         The immune system
         Several lines of _______________________ in fighting disease
         _______________________ barriers that keep pathogens out
         Nostrils are lined with hairs that attract _____________________ 
that harbor germs before they can enter the body
         ___________________________ secrete viscous water substance 
that traps and destroys bacteria and viruses
         ____________________ and respiratory systems – greatest avenue 
for entry
         Some disease germs can live in the soil for many years
·         Soil borne disease
·         Animals come into contact with the ________________ when they 
graze
·         Many _________________________are breathed in by livestock
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        Viruses
         Very tiny __________________of matter composed of a core of 
nucleic acid and a covering of ____________________ that protects 
the virus
         Have characteristics of both _____________________ and 
nonliving material
         _____________________ cells by causing them to burst during 
reproduction
         _______________ diseases cause the animal to be sick by 
preventing certain cells in the body from functioning properly
        More ________________________ to treat than bacterial diseases
         _____________________________ are not effective against viral 
infections
         Viral diseases
         Foot and mouth disease
         ________________________
         Hog cholera
         Pseudorabies
         Best means of dealing with them is 
_____________________________
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         Germs
         Swallowed by animals are destroyed by _____________________ 
enzymes
         Inhaled germs are trapped in mucous membranes of respiratory 
tract 
         2nd line of Defense
         Blood cells
         Red – carry _____________and other nutrients to other body cells
         White blood cells are produced in the ________________
         White blood cells circulate throughout the body to get rid of worn 
out __________
         Phagocytes and White Blood Cells
         White blood cells that ______________________ and destroy 
pathogens
         Also _______________ to certain organs and remain there to 
intercept pathogens
         ____________________ through other body fluids and the mucous 
membranes
·         Release chemicals that can induce the ______________________ of 
more white blood cells to help fight disease
An _______________________ WBC count indicated that there are 
disease organisms present in the animal’s body and a large number 
of phagocytes have been produced to ____________________ them
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         Lymphocytes
         Lymph __________________ that produce certain WBC’s
         These cells react to _________________ substances by releasing 
chemicals that kill the pathogen or inactivate the foreign substance
         Antigens
         Substances that cause the ______________________ of chemicals
         May be viruses, bacteria, toxins, or other substances
         Antibodies
         The chemicals ______________________ by the lymphocytes
         2nd Immune Response
         Lymphocytes become _________________ cell and are ready to 
release the antibody if the antigen enters the body at a later time
         Response occurs much more _________________
         Lasts longer than _________________________ response
         Immunity
         Means than an animal is protected from  _______________ a 
certain disease
         Animal’s body is capable of ______________________ enough 
antibodies fast enough to neutralize the disease
         Active or ______________________
·          ________________
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Immunity Continued
          _________________–animal is more or less permanently immune
         ______________________ – animal is only temporarily immune
         Animals are born with _________________ immunity
         _____________________ is rich in antibodies
         Serve the new animal until its own immune system can take over
         As the animal is exposed to more ____________________, 
antibodies build up within the animal.
         Naturally acquired active immunity results from the animal 
actually contracting the disease and __________________________
         Artificial Active
         _________________________________________ by injecting 
antigens into the animal
         Causes ___________________________ to react without making the 
animal seriously ill
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        Edward Jenner
        Late 1700’s
         Began vaccination process
         __________________________and cow pox
         Collected material from sores of people with cowpox
         Injected healthy people with ________________________________
         Became mildly ill with cow pox
         Then were _____________________________
         Louis Pasteur
         _____________________________ several vaccines following 
Jenner’s lead 
         Vaccines
         Live
         Killed or weakened ______________________
         Both stimulate production of antibodies
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         Noninfectious Disease
         ________________ contagious
         Genetic diseases
         Caused by _______________________ in the genes
         Problem or disease can be passed from parent to 
_______________________
         Genetic Diseases
         __________________________ be spread through contact with 
other animals
         Control of genetic diseases, using ____________ selection practices
         Avoid breeding animals that are known to have ________________ 
defects in their line
         Nutritional Diseases
         _____________________________ in dairy cattle
         Cows lie down and are unable to __________________________
         Insufficient amount of ______________________ in the 
bloodstream
         Usually cured by injection of _____________________ salts
         Effects are immediate and dramatic
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         Overeating        ________________ – horses, cattle and sheep
         Eat too much grain
         Causes _______________ to become inflamed and hooves to grow 
upward and outward
         Poisoning        _____________________ feed can contain toxins
         Aflatoxins and ergot – fungi that grow on 
_______________________
         Grazing on ________________________________________ plants
         Disease prevention
         Vaccination
·         Humans can carry disease from one ___________________to 
another
·         Many farms require ___________________ boots be worn over the 
shoes of visitors
·         Quarantine
·         Isolation of newly ___________________________ animals
·         ________________________________ regulates quarantine for 
animals coming into the US
·         Many states have quarantine ______________________ or require 
health papers for animals crossing state lines
·         Animals tested _________________________ for Brucellosis 
(Bangs) are branded and sent to slaughter.
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         The body has two “lines” of ____________________ against disease 
organisms
         The ______________ line of defense includes:
         Skin - which is _________________ by hair, feathers, etc., and is 
thick and able to sweat in some species (others must pant)
         Mucous membranes - which are the sticky, protective 
_____________________ that trap pathogens from further 
penetration (ex: in the nose and the tearing that washes pathogens 
out of the eyes)
         Gut- which is _____________________ for pathogens to pass 
through because of acids produced by digestive processes
         Cell wall - which is often mucus coated and may have cilia to 
_______________ the cell
         Coughing- which ___________the body of disease organisms 
which may have been swallowed and the mucus they may be 
trapped in
         Flushing effect of urination- which ____________________ 
pathogens out
         White blood cells - which are produced by the body to help fight 
infection
         ___________________ system - which filters pathogens and other 
undesirables out of the body’s lymphatic system
        Liver - which filters blood and ___________________________ 
poisons
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         Antibodies - which are _____________________ produced by the 
body to fight off pathogens
         Once __________________ have breached the body’s line of 
defense, they generally multiply and attach, destroying body 
tissues.   
         Disease _____________________ results in changes in the tissues 
that are invaded.
         Typical signs of infections are:
         Redness due to ________________________ blood flow to the 
injured area
         Swelling
         ________________________ heat in the area of the injury
         Increased body ___________________________
         Pain resulting from excessive pressure on tissues due to swelling
·         The speed at which a disease attacks and animal is termed:
·         Acute - relatively _________________ appearance of symptoms 
(within 24 hours)
·         Chronic - that which ____________________ more slowly, lingers, 
and will frequently reappear
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         The conditions could make an animal become ill are:
         Overwork
         Exposure to:
         ______________, other animals, parasites, 
_______________________
         ___________________
         ________________________ practices
         Poisonous   ____________________
         Diseases can be spread by:
         ___________________________- animals rubbing against each 
other (ringworm), sexual contact (venereal infections), or by mucus 
(respiratory diseases)
         Contact with __________________________ objects - fence posts, 
trucks, feeders, needles, etc.
         Infection from soil - tetanus, _____________________
         Infection from food or water- ____________________(viral 
infections)
·         ____________________ infection - coughing and sneezing of 
infected animals on each other
·         Infection from  ___________________ suckers - such as flies and 
mosquitoes carrying such diseases as encephalitis
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         Infections from __________________ - normally in an animals 
body. However, they only become dangerous when the animal’s 
defenses are weakened by some health or stress-related problem
         Good ______________________ will do much to help animals resist 
disease:
         Be alert for signs of disease and _______________________ which 
can cause stress and strain
         _______________________ clean, disinfected quarters, free from 
draft
         Provide adequate ventilation an _______________________ of 
sunlight
         Provide proper drainage of holding areas, barns, freestalls, etc. -  
to help maintain the dries area possible
         Protect from _______________________ sun, wind, and rain, 
without overcrowding
         Practice ___________________ sanitation and manure removal 
procedures
        Provide a ______________________________________ diet
         get __________________________  diagnosis of health problems 
IMMEDIATELY so that treatment can be provided
         avoid unnecessary _________________ and strain
·         buy disease _______________ stock from healthy herds and flocks
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         ______________________ new animals for a period of time  - be 
sure that they are healthy before introducing them to your herd or 
flock
         follow a ________________  vaccination program
         Be _________________ of visitors from other operations as they 
may carry disease pathogens on shoes and clothing
         _______________________ of dead animals immediately
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         Biosecurity
         __________________________ animals free from widespread 
disease and ensuring safe food supply.
         Practice
         Set aside certain clothes and boots for your _____________ only.  
Don’t wear those boots to other farms and then back to your farm.
         Don’t ________________ clothing or boots to the farm that you 
wear to school or to the feed store. 
          Make visitors wear plastic boots or keep ______________ farm 
boots on hand for visitors.
        Breeder sites should not ______________ visitors without contract 
grower permission.  Breeder sites should require visitors to shower 
in and wear ____________ clothing before visiting the animals. 
         Look
        _________________ for signs of disease or unexpected deaths.
        Listen for ______________ of illness in your community.
         Communicate with other ________________ and stay updated on 
current events                 
          _______________________ Early detection can make a difference.
          If your animals are ____________ or dying, call USDA's Veterinary 
Services toll free at 1-866-536-7593, or your State Veterinarian or 
local agriculture education teacher to find out why.
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What is Nutrition?
         Nutrition is the _____________________  of dealing with the 
utilization of food by the body processes which 
_________________________ food into body tissues and energy.
Why is Nutrition Important?
         To ________________  and utilize surplus or unusable feed stuffs 
and convert them to desirable products such as meat, milk, eggs, 
fiber, and work.
         Nutrition is the science of dealing with the 
___________________________ of food by the body processes which 
transforms food into body tissues and energy.
Digestible Nutrient
         The portion of the nutrient which may be broken down 
(_________________________) and absorbed and used by the body.
 The Six Nutrients Needed
         Protein
·         ____________________________________
         Fats
         _____________________________________
         Vitamins
        ______________________________________
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Proteins
         Needed for ____________________ and repair
         Helps form muscles, _______________________, skin, hair, wool, 
feathers, hoofs and horns.
         Contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and _______________________
Examples of Proteins
         Meat and ___________________ meal
         Fish meal
         ____________________ meal
         Cottonseed _____________________
         Dried _____________________ milk
         Amino _____________________
Carbohydrates
         Furnish ______________________ for body functions, growth and 
reproduction
         The largest part of the animal’s food supply and usually the 
___________________ part of the diet.
         Include sugars, starch and ____________________
         Are made of _____________________, oxygen and hydrogen
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Fat
         _________________________ a concentrated source of energy, up 
to 2.25 times as much energy as carbohydrates do
         Form cholesterol, steroids and other body 
____________________________
         Found in _______________ cell in the body
         They also provide ____________________ reserves, protection for 
vital organs, and they insulate the body
Minerals
         Primarily found in __________________ and teeth
         Important in blood for the ___________________________ of 
oxygen
         Regulates _____________________ with potassium, sodium and 
calcium
 Vitamins
·         Are only needed in ___________________ amounts
·         Are _____________________ for life and health
·         Provide _____________________against disease, promote growth 
and reproduction
 Water
·         Accounts for _______________ or more of the composition of most 
plants and animals
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Feed Classifications
·         ___________________________________
·         Concentrates
·         ________________________________
Roughages
·         Accounts for 70% or more of the _____________________ of most 
plants and animals
·         Examples of roughages:
·         _____________________________
·         Clover
·         _____________________________
·         Oat hay
·         _____________________________
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Concentrates
·         Are low in ____________________ and high in digestible nutrients
·         Examples of concentrates:
·         ________________________
·         Cottonseed
·         ________________________
·         Oats
·         ________________________
Supplements
·         Supplements are ___________________ that supply the body with 
additional nutrients.
·         Some of the supplements are ____________________ salt, copper, iodine 
and iron
·          Vitamin A and D are also very important to _______________  animals
·         __________________
·         __________________
·         __________________
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